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Abstract: The paper offers analysis of existing starting systems of combustion engines,

including ones using low-voltage energy storage units. It also grounds transition of combustion

engines’ starting systems to higher voltage with use of high-voltage accumulators.
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1. Introduction

As it is known, low-voltage capacitor starting systems for combustion engines
are still not in mass or even serial production [1]. The matter is for the recent
30 years from the moment of capacitor starting system invention hundreds of
tests have been carried out and dozens of related theoretical tasks have been
solved [2] and [3]. Results allow making conclusions that can be quite useful
in taking decisions linked to industrial use of capacitor starting systems. The
main conclusion, however, is that low-voltage systems have no any prospects
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and the future belongs to high-voltage systems [4] and [5], as far as they are
economical, i.e. in comparison to low-voltage systems provide start of combus-
tion engine with significantly lower energy consumption, which implies lower
mass of capacitor [6].

2. Materials and Methods

Hopelessness of low-voltage systems even with use of molecular and other high-
volume types of capacitors can be explained with the following facts. It is known
the most important indicator of accumulator batteries applied in combustion
engines’ starting systems is their internal resistance, which defines maximum
power that can be taken from battery [7]. This power is equal to ratio of squared
voltage on battery clamps to its quadruplicated internal resistance.

Another one well-known fact is that when reducing environment temper-
ature (and consequently electrolyte) and discharging accumulator, its internal
resistance grows [8]. This means the power delivered to network system reduces.
At the same time the demands of combustion engine for power in case of tem-
perature reduction on the contrary increases. Therefore, all the attempts of
capacitor starting systems’ implementation in fact were the attempts to resolve
the present difference. At that it was considered accumulator battery would
be required only for charging capacitors and, since the internal resistance of
the latter ones under otherwise equal conditions was much lower than battery
resistance, the power of starting system should significantly increase [9].

It is being typical for pulse capacitors indeed. However low-voltage molecu-
lar capacitors, on which subsequently emphasis due to their high storage density
had been put, possess approximately the same resistance that is possessed by
car accumulators of starting batteries. In principle, the design of molecular
capacitor is analogous to accumulator battery, the only difference is that it
accumulates energy not due to chemical reaction, but in double electric layer
formed by polarized (carbon, for instance) electrode (electronic conductor) and
electrolytic solution (ionic conductor) [10]. It is just presence of electrolyte that
provides getting of lower internal resistance in molecular capacitor as opposed
to accumulator battery [11].

One can assure of the fact due to the following table including values of
conductivity for different electrolytic solutions (Table 1).

As far as in battery and molecular capacitors the same electrolyte is applied
(acid or alkali), the characteristics of these two accumulators (particularly, in
terms of internal resistance) in equivalent to their mass unit appear to be of
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Table 1: Values of conductivity for different electrolytic solutions
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8,58 4,26 4,21 2,71 2,47 1,45 1,26

the same magnitude.

However, capacitor in a starting system is being intermediate, i.e. additional
element in accumulator battery circuit, as well as electric starter. At that the
element possesses its own internal resistance.

As a result, it turns out to be that in process of capacitor’s charging-
discharging we lose energy of accumulator battery for two times due to the
specified internal resistance. This means if there is an accumulator in the start-
ing system the losses of energy in battery increase.

At the present time specialist literature and scientific articles provide two
general diagrams for starting system with energy storage units - one implying
getting energy directly from the capacitor preliminary charged by accumulator
battery and another including parallel working of accumulator battery and
capacitor.

When using the first diagram (Figure 1) the volume of capacitor battery is
defined by its energy.
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Figure 1: Diagram of starting system with energy capacitors directly from
the capacitor preliminary charged by accumulator battery: 1 – car

accumulator battery; 2 – charge breaker contacts; 3 – energy capacitor; 4 –
start switch contacts; 5 – electrical starter.

The amount of energy at the same time should correspond to starter’s
consumption of definite power multiplied by time of starting τ0. Under low
temperatures τ0 significantly increases and can reach 10 sec. for gasoline engines
and 15 for diesel ones.

Eventually the mass of capacitor approaches the sizes of accumulator bat-
tery, while its cost is several times higher - so is there any sense to use such a
starting system? It will be more rational for consumers to increase volume of
accumulator battery or plant the second one.

In case of diagram using energy capacitor integrated in parallel with ac-
cumulator battery (Figure 2) the capacitor takes charge from the battery and
subsequently discharges together with it and the starter.

Figure 2: Diagram of starting system with use of energy capacitor integrated
to the circuit in parallel with accumulator battery: 1 – car accumulator
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battery; 2 – energy capacitor; 3 – start switch contacts; 4 – electrical starter.

3. Results and Discussion

It is well known that energy of capacitor W is defined by formula 1:

W =
cu2

2
(1)

where c – capacitor volume, u – voltage.
This means to charge capacitor to definite level there is a necessity of con-

suming the same energy for the process of charging. Thus, it takes two times
more energy from accumulator.

Indeed, it can be proven in quite a simple way. For example, if we take a
charged capacitor c1 possessing energy:

W1 =
c1u

2
1

2
(2)

(where c1 – volume of capacitor 1, F ; u1 – voltage in capacitor 1, V ) and
connect the same uncharged capacitor to it, in theory we can define energy of
each capacitor by reaching achievement equilibrium position, i.e.:

u1 = r · i+ u2 (3)

where r is for electrical resistance of material of plates and capacitor leads, and
also taking into account losses in dielectric:

i = −c1
du1

dt
= c2

du2

dt
(4)

u2 = u1 + c1r
du1

dt
(5)

On differentiation (5) by time and multiplication by c2

c2
du2

dt
= c2

du1

dt
+ c1c2r

d2u1

dt2
(6)

As a result, we will get differential equation:

d2u1

dt2
+

(c1 + c2)

c1c2r

du1

dt
= 0 (7)
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which can be represented as:

d2x

dt2
+ a1

dx

dt
= 0 (8)

Its solution:
u1 = A0 +A1e

− t

τ (9)
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At the beginning of discharging (t = 0) u = u1, u2 = 0, i = u1

r
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and (11) lead to
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When the process of charging ends (t → ∞)

u1 = u2 = A0, (15)

and the energy of capacitors will be equal to:
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As a rule, upon consideration the task about charging of capacitor with energy

W0 from similar (equal electric capacity) charged capacitor we get W0

2 =
c1u

2

1

4 ,
while with account of losses in dielectric the energy of two capacitors will make
W0

4 =
c1u

2

1

8 .
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On the assumption of above-mentioned we can conclude that to charge
capacitor to energy W0 it should consume 2W0, which is not taken into account
by engineers of systems that use storage capacitors.

The present conclusion appears, as we can see, from the simplest abstract
theorems. However, in practice the situation is much more difficult. Recently
developed molecular capacitors with non-aqueous and polymer electrolyte pos-
sess even higher internal resistance, than exploited starting batteries do. There-
fore, they cannot be applied in car engines’ starting systems.

However, there is more to come. Double electrical layer discovered by
Helmholtz as early as in 1887 applied in molecular capacitors with acidic and
alcaline electrolytes can exist only under voltage not exceeding 0,8 V [10]. Con-
sequently, to get the voltage of 12 V we need at least 15 paralleled elemental
capacitors, which not just increases internal resistance of battery, but also pro-
vides significant technological difficulties in production process – especially if
we take into account that fact that world’s motor park in case of transition to
capacitor starting systems will require about 190 mln. capacitors a year at the
price not exceeding the cost of traditional car accumulator battery. What if for
cost of molecular capacitor for starting systems – it is even higher.

So, that is how matters of capacitors stand. However, we cannot also dis-
regard the fact the existence of car electrical system with voltage of 12 V is
placed in question too [4] and [5]. For example, in the USA and Japan there
are committees dealing with research of possibility of transition of on-board
systems to higher voltage. A number of car manufacturers already produce
cars with increased voltage in on-board system. However, if we speak about
high-voltage starting systems, there is no such agreement of opinion. It seems
that with the advent of molecular capacitors it was considered their implemen-
tation to starting systems will be quite quick and require no rearrangement of
car’s on-board system.

Problems linked to low-voltage systems will appearingly make us to refer to
high-voltage systems. Since, as our researches revealed, the mass of high-voltage
capacitor battery is four time lower, than the mass of low-voltage battery. The
reasons for it are the following.

First, high-voltage batteries can use customary electrolytic capacitors rep-
resented with one layer structures comprised of aluminium foil (electrodes) and
aluminum oxide (dielectric) meant for nominal voltage up to 500 V . This
means their internal resistance under otherwise equal conditions can be 500
times lower, than internal resistance of single cell of molecular capacitor with
corresponding values of energy and mass. Therefore, the power of such source,
if we judge by its direct proportionality to squared voltage and inverse propor-
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tionality to quadruplicate internal resistance, can be very high.

Second, it is well known that KPI of low-voltage electric starter do not
exceed 40%. However, in case of transition to higher voltage currents in its
plates reduces, as well as losses in them and supply leads, and mass of wires,
commutator bars and brushes. The result is the increase of starter KPI, which
also has favourable impact on the mass of capacitor battery.

Electrolytic capacitors possess another one feature: the higher their nominal
voltage, the higher their energy density is. Thus, there is a practical possibility
of realization of starting systems with such capacitors can be performed with
minimum voltage of 60-65 V , as far as in case of voltage being lower than 60 V

the mass of battery remains unacceptable. So, the higher the voltage, the lower
the mass is. For example, substantiated calculations revealed that in case of
voltage of 300 V the mass of capacitor battery for starting system of modern
motor vehicle do not exceed 5 kg. and the prestart charge of such battery can
be performed with use of motorcycle battery – we can increase voltage up to,
for instance, 300 V with help of compact and inexpensive transformers, as far
as they function for a short moment.

The problem is also facilitated due to the fact that at the present time there
are a big number of plants making a specialty out of producing electrolytic
capacitors, while the number plants dealing with production of molecular low-
voltage capacitors for combustion engines’ starting systems is much lower.

At last, what is for electric starters. There is no necessity of organizing
production of high-voltage starters. In principle the problem is solved long
ago by other branches of industry. Thus, the industry of manual electric hand
tools today produces high-voltage electrical engines at rates exceeding demands
of automobile manufacturing for several times. If we, in addition, take into
account the fact that electric starter of future will be presented with high-
voltage electrical machine possessing permanent-magnet excitation and built-in
reduction unit, its overall dimensions and cost will be patently more effective
in comparison to low-voltage electric motors.

We should also notice the starting system of high-voltage capacitor con-
fuses many consumers and manufacturers with just presence of high voltage.
But there is no need to worry – since in the earliest days of transport facilities’
development the on-board voltage made just 6 V . However, in connection with
increase of amount of consumers and power branches related to water trans-
port and aviation have transited to high voltage and alterating current long ago,
while low voltage has remained a supportive factor. And only cars’ on-board
systems still use low voltage of 12 or 24 V (in case of starting systems of multi-
cylinder combustion engines. There are many reasons for such a situation – for
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example, concerns linked to electrical safety. However, all of them don’t stand
up to scrutiny just due to the fact the on-board voltage of manufactured today
automobiles makes 110-400 V . So the problem of electrical safety possesses
many developed solutions.

In general, whether we want or not, transition of cars’ on-board systems to
increased voltage is inevitable. First, the number of electrical energy consumers
in modern automobile just constantly grows. Second, the power of energy con-
sumers also increases (according to data of American experts, by 2020 it will
make about 5-7 kW ). Third, achievements in the development of semiconduct-
ing converter equipment provides easy transition to any voltage being optimal
for this or that engine electrical system (for example, in case of transition to
increased voltage all the low-voltage consumers – sensors, indication devices,
etc. – can be supported by low voltage). Fourth, gas-discharge and photodiode
lighting equipment in automobile provides opportunity of several times increase
of reliability of car’s electrical lamps and luminous efficiency with decrease of
mass. At that gas-discharge lamps require voltage of no less, than 80 V . Fifth,
implementation of high-voltage capacitor starting systems allows us to solve
the main problem in transition to higher voltage – the accumulator battery
possessing increased voltage on its terminals. The simplest diagram of high-
voltage system is shown in Figure 3. It is similar to traditional system, except
for it possesses high-voltage starter and voltage converter represented in Figure
4. Design of voltage converter is also quite simple: 2-4 transistors working as
the key at high frequency (up to 40 kHz), which provides for its dimension less
than 200 g.

Figure 3: Schematic electrical diagram of starting system: K1 – the coil of
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the traction relay; S1 – key ignition switch; G1 – accumulator battery; S2 –
capacitor battery switch; A1 – voltage converter; C1 – capacitive storage;

K1.1,K1.2 – start switch contacts; M – electric starter.

Figure 4. Schematic electrical diagram of voltage converter: V T1 . . . V T4 –
transistors, V D1 . . . V D4 – diode bridge; TP – ferritic output transformer.

4. Conclusion

Surely, the transition of inboard voltage to higher values is quite a difficult task.
However, the fact that it is dictated by the present time remains evident. And
we should start this transition just with high-voltage starting systems.
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